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We emulated a study conducted in Michigan, where the association between the opioid 
epidemic and our four key diagnoses were analyzed to understand the social and economic 
costs. 

First
We calculated the infection rates using R to understand the risks that people suffering with 
substance use disorder (SUDs) face by comparing the prevalence of syringe-related illnesses 
amongst those suffering from SUDs versus the aggregate discharge population.

Next
We analyzed the prevalence of disease by age group in those suffering from SUDs and the 
aggregate hospital population to understand how the age ranges affected by disease change 
depending on the use of substances.

Last
We analyzed the amount of funds that are being spent on treating cases related to the 
syndemic. We first measured the amount of public vs private funds being spent as a whole on 
syndemic cases, and then we explored more into differences in privates vs public funding.
 

The syndemic weighs on every 
Tennesseean, and the findings from our 
project illustrate the impact the 
syndemic has on both lives and wallets. 
Our analysis can be used to raise 
awareness about the syndemic and 
build community support around better 
alternatives such as syringe service 
programs.

Our partner in the CDC, Amber Coyne, 
has spent the last few years working 
with local leaders and governments to 
spearhead a state-wide plan to combat 
the syndemic. Community awareness 
and support can provide Ms. Coyne 
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We analyzed ICD-10 codes, codes used by healthcare providers to classify and code 
diagnoses, from 2019 hospital discharge data to determine the prevalence and cost of the 
syndemic. We aimed to create a dashboard for the public that explains the syndemic and 
known ways to receive aid alongside the bulk statistics and graphs that we are providing our 
partner for future legislative action by the Tennessee General Assembly. 

For the past few years, our partners in the CDC and the Tennessee Department of Health 
have examined a growing syndemic nationwide and Tennessee specifically. The syndemic is 
what we call multiple concurrent epidemics that exacerbate each other through shared 
interactions. It is already well known that historically, the greater syndemic has cost millions 
of lives and dollars. Our analysis of the syndemic focuses on a specific part, that is the 
connection between syringe substance use and syringe-related illnesses like endocarditis, 
osteomyelitis, sepsis, and other skin, soft tissue, and venous infections in Tennessee. While a 
plan has already been established, our analysis will provide up to date data on the syndemic 
and further justification for advocacy of syringe exchange programs, which saves both money 
and lives. 

 

The Tennessee Department of Health has provided us with de-identified electronic medical 
health records from 2019.
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1 in 8 
occurred alongside an injection 

related infection. 
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with the tools she needs to continue having conversations and making tangible progress in 
treating people with substance use disorder at the legislative level. With the establishment of 
more syringe service programs, millions of dollars in public funds being used for the syndemic 
could be put into other public services.
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In 2019, there were over
9000

related hospitalizations, 
which resulted in over

260
deaths.

Effects by Age
In the total population, the syringe-related infections we explored increased in likelihood of 
diagnosis as age increased. However, in the population suffering from substance use disorder, 
cases in the 25-34 and 35-44 age groups were almost 58 percent of all cases, whereas in the 
total group, they were only 41 percent. These conditions cause permanent damage that will cost
them the rest of their lives, if not ending them. 

As shown in the map,
many of the counties
with the highest
percentage of syndemic
cases out of their total
cases are those in
historically underserved
or poorer regions. 

In a single year, around $547 million was spent to treat 
the syndemic. Of the financial costs, over $326 million of 
that was covered by public funds. Substance use and 
syringe-related illnesses are expensive to treat in 
comparison to other known solutions.

After calculating the infection rates in the aggregate and 
the substance use groups, we found that in the total 
population, 4% of all cases were diagnosed with 
endocarditis or any SSTVI. However, in the group suffering
from substance use disorder, 12% of all cases were 
diagnosed with endocarditis or any SSTVI. In Tennessee, 
patients who have an ICD-10 code for substance use had a
relative risk of 3 for also having one of syringe-related
illnesses. 

residents and syndemic diagnoses accounted for solely

Patients with SUD were 

3x
more likely to have a

syringe related illness.
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